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SuperPrep is our most comprehensive LSAT preparation book. It includes:3 complete
PrepTestsa guide to LSAT logicexplanations for every item in all 3 tests (December 2010, June
2011, and a previously undisclosed LSAT)sample Comparative Reading questions and
explanations

About the AuthorThe Law School Admission Council has developed and administered the LSAT
on behalf of all American Bar Association-approved law schools since 1948. Their national
headquarters are located in Newtown, PA.
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Jacob Surprise, “No guidlines but reliable prep. Doesnt give any strategy to the test like other
help materials but does give background to how questions are asked and their specific
expectations for answers and gives actual lsats.”

Sean Clark, “Not bad. I would say that "good" condition was a bit of a stretch. However, the
'good' relative to the price is accurate is 100% more than acceptable.”

LatverianBrushstroke, “Great book. When I first took a partial LSAT at civil affairs selection at
Camp McCall, it kicked my a*s. I’ve always breezed through tests: as a junior I made a 30 on the
ACT and never retook it, and I made a 99 on the ASVAB. But when I went to take the LSAT years
after going to selection, I knew I was in danger of letting my older brother beat me on a test for
the first time. This book taught me to beat the logic puzzles, which are the real challenge on the
LSAT. Ended up scoring a 161 after just three days of studying. Not an elite score, but plenty
good enough for a scholarship at the school I was trying to get into.”

Matthew Nyanplu, “Acceptable. Not very new, but pages in tact.”

Miruku, “If You Need To Know What The Hell Your Doing, This is It!. This is a good starting book
for someone who never picked up the exam or knows what he/she is doing. I used this as my
starter book to understand what the test questions are and get familiar with the test itself. This is
the real deal so you cant go wrong. Keep in mind Kaplan, Princeton Review books are exams
made by the company and not the LSAC itself. I would first buy this book then buy the testing
company's books to practice more. Then buy the old LSAC actually exams to know how you will
do on the real deal. There are a limited number of old actual exams out and a lot more testing
company mock exams so practice on the mock exams.”

Cristina, “This is a good book if you're either beginning to practice for the .... This is a good book
if you're either beginning to practice for the exam or at the end of your study schedule. The tips
about each section are very useful, but i did find that they were lacking. These sections are not
thorough. You might need to consider buying some other book in order to fill in those "blank
spaces" left by SuperPrep I. On another note, the logic games (analytical reasoning) in PrepTest
B and C are just plain brutal. They are some of the most difficult I've tried, so if you're looking for
LG challenge, here you've got some worth your money, in my opinion. However, be careful: these
games are not recent. They're from the mid -to-late 90s.”

MusicPen, “The book outlines how to answer each question type and .... The book outlines how
to answer each question type and provides the foundation for accurate analysis when evaluating
answer choices. This book is produced by LSAC the "makers of the LSAT". However, diagram



techniques are not provided to solve for analytical reasoning problems (also know as logic
games). The explanations are very thorough and unambiguous. Do use this book as a
foundation for your study. The techniques and suggestions provided aid tremenduously in
answering the Reading Comprehension passages. What this book does not tell is how much
time you should spend in reading the passages and solving the answers. I give this book a 4 star
rating instead of a 5 because it doesn't include diagram techniques.”

Fumus, “A nice starting block for those studying for the LSAT. This is probably the first book you
should buy in your LSAT preping. Keep in mind though there are free resources you can find, you
just need to google and hunt around for them. You can even join a law school message board/
forum and ask around for study materials there.Anyways, this book is a nice start because it
offers you 3 tests, explanations for the wrong answers and some strategies for taking the test. It's
a pretty easy read and they really work hard to break the test down for you to bite sized nuggets.
It's not the last book you'll buy for the LSAT but it works and you'll probably feel a bit more
confident in your abilities after using this book.”

Reader x, “Heavy stuff, good stuff. Heavy stuff, good stuff”

Katie, “Fairly good. I didn't find the beginning of this book particularly helpful. It merely gives you
a brief description of each question type and very vague advice on how to approach each one.
There are several books out there (the power score bibles in particular) that accomplish this
much better.However, after that it provides you with LSAT prep-tests and accompanying
explanations. This I found extremely helpful.”

Jessica, “Bought used version. Very impressed, I purchased a used version of the product it was
in excellent used condition”

The book by Aristotle Prep has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 830 people have provided feedback.
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